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Meeting with Sponsor Minutes 9 
 

Date: 9th February 2012 

Time: 10.45am – 1.15pm 

Venue:  The Cage 

Attendees: Present:  

1. Choo Chew Peng 

2. Edward Lay 

3. John Goh 

4. Joel Lee 

5. Loo Wei Yi 

6. Mr Sanjay (Sponsor) 

7. Mr Anthony (Sponsor) 

8. Mr Jeremy (Sponsor) 

Absent with apologies: 

1. Linda Bay 

  

Agenda: 1. Project Function Updates 

2. UAT Feedback 

3. Improvements to be made to the UI of the app 

4. Current Project Status Before Submission to PayPal and Apple App 

Store 

5. To clarify:  

- Possible issues with Playmaker Public 

- Postal code for Bukit Timah branch 

- Difference in helpdesk hotline for Bukit Timah 

- Duration for clearing system at the payment page 

 

 

 

1. Project Function Updates 

 Most of the functions have been completed for UAT testing. There are still some bugs 

left to be fixed and this will be done before the submission to PayPal for approval. 

Snap a photo 

 Issue with iphone 3Gs/4 resolution issue. 

o Anthony’s suggestion: Detect the phone and do the necessary dimension 

changes.  

 

2. UAT Feedback 

Home Page 

 It was irritating for the Facebook pop-up to come out every time users enter the app. 

 Some users did not know that they can scroll down for more features. 
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Book a pitch 

 They are unable to find the “Notify me if there are available slots” until they scroll to 

the bottom of the booking page. The function should be put at the home page 

instead. 

 

Snap a photo 

 Users cannot tell that there are templates for selection when taking a photo.  

 There should be a default template once users enter the function. 

 

Scoreboard 

 Position of the buttons should be changed as it is not very intuitive. Users tend to 

click on the start button before entering the duration and thus realize that the timer 

does not start. 

 

 

3. Improvements to be made to the UI of the app 

To be applied to entire application 

 Fonts for all headings to be from The Cage. 

 For Main heading, “The Cage Singapore”  take out “Singapore” 

 The font to be used  will be advised by The Cage (fonts also to be in bold) 

 “The” in white, “Cage” in red 

 

 SMS notification to be a feature on its own in the main page. 

 Tab bar to also include “Alert me!” as a function next to “Book a pitch”. 
 

 All fonts in the table views to be bolded. 

 

Home page 

 Scrolling for more features to remain. 

 

 Titles of features to be changed to suit the theme of The Cage 

 News and promotion  “What’s new!” 

 

 “Let’s begin”  “It’s game on!” 

 “Book a pitch” – No changes 

 SMS notification to be included  “Alert me!” 

o Logo to be used: Siren 

 

 “More”  “Other cool stuff!” 

 “Play Organiser”  “Playmaker” 

 “Locate us”  “Where the heck is the cage?”  

o If the phrase is too long, change to “Where the heck are we?” 

 Helpdesk  “Get in touch!” 
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Scoreboard 

 “Duration” button change name to “Set duration”. 

 Seconds will be kept. The seconds can be used during e.g. fitness activities. 

 

Logos for the app 

 For facebook: to double confirm if facebook logo can be used for “What’s new!” 

table. 

 For videos: Use “movie” icons to indicate that specific posts have videos. 

 

Playmaker (Public) 

 

To take note: 

2 types of players: 

 Existing team finding players 

 Newcomer (Single user) finding a team to play with (“Find a team!”) 

2 types of situations: 

 People looking for a one-off game to play 

 People looking for a team to play on a regular basis 

 

 When developing public playmaker these should be taken into consideration. 

 However, for the scope of our application, we will only be covering the function 

where a single user is here to look for a team to play with (“Find a team!”). 
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4. Current Project Status before Submission to PayPal and the App Store 

 Submission to PayPal  14th Feb 

 Submission to App Store  22nd Feb 

 

5. To clarify: 

 Possible issues with Playmaker Public 

 Identified possible issue that one player might create multiple tables  

 Could probably be solved by referencing to the expiry date of the 

game event and to auto delete it when the date is up. 

 Identified possible issue that anyone can join the game but don’t turn up and 

the responsibility will be borne by the cage. 

 It is on the onus of the player to inform his team players that he can’t 

make it for the game. The Cage understands the problem and is 

willing to go ahead with implementing the playmaker. Any future 

problems could just possibly meant the shutdown of the function 

entirely. 

 Postal code for Bukit Timah branch 

 To be given to us once the exact Bukit Timah adderss is registered. 

 Difference in helpdesk hotline for Bukit Timah 

 To be confirmed again once The Cage has decided on whether to link their 

central hotline to Bukit Timah. 

 Duration for clearing system at the payment page 

 To be confirmed again. 

 

 

6. Any other matters 

 Things we require from The Cage: 

 Jeremy needs to inform us of the font type and locate us logo to be used. 

 UAT Testing at The Cage: 

 A set of questions to be sent to The Cage for testing of the app.  

 Targeted number of users to test the app: 100 

 With more people testing the App, it can create hype as well. 

 To better facilitate the meeting, Sanjay will gather everyone’s views and comments 

when necessary. 

 To Team Members: To test out possibility of scoreboard overwrite issue (where 

multiple users try to connect their phone devices via Airplay to a single TV in the 

pitch). 

 

Bukit Timah pitches 

 Bukit Timah 5-a-side pitches are not ready.  

 Bukit Timah is included in the booking calendar already. 
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The minutes will be circulated among all relevant stakeholders and adopted if there are no 

amendments reported in the next three days. 

 

Minutes Prepared by:  Loo Wei Yi 

Minutes Vetted by:  Choo Chew Peng 


